
Tech Tip  

 

Digital Traces 
In ‘VISION Data Analyzer’ traces can be represented/viewed in a digital format. Digital traces are displayed as 
a straight horizontal and vertical line representing an ‘On/Off’ state of the data. The ‘On’ state is set, via basic 
inequalities, to capture instances such as spikes/drops that are out of a desired range in a trace(s). Changes 
of state(s) can be quickly identified in instances above, below, equal to, or a combination for a set value(s). 
‘On’ state reveals when and how long these occurrences happened. Information for Digital Traces can be 
found in the VISION Data Analyzer User Manual. 

Digital Trace Setup: 
Traces can be converted to digital by right-clicking on a trace(s) in the ‘Legend’ or ‘Data Items’ list and 
selecting ‘Digital’ or ‘Item Properties... -> Digital’ in the context menu.  

 

Selecting ‘Digital’ from the context menu converts the selected trace(s) without opening any property 
windows (default Digital Cutoff is ‘GreaterThan’ ‘0’). Only via ‘Item Properties…’ can ‘Digital Cutoff’ be 
defined in more detail. 

Selecting ‘Item Properties…’ opens the trace properties containing the ‘Digital’ 
and ‘Digital Cutoff’ settings on the properties ‘General’ tab. 

• Digital: Checking the box converts selected trace, displaying it in an 
On/Off pattern defined by ‘Digital Cutoff’ within all graphs across all 
pages. 

• Digital Cutoff: Configure an operator and a value to determine the trace 
‘On’ or ‘Off’ state.  
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For example, AC_CTL_TMR, setting the operator to ‘Greater Than’ and a value of ‘0.02’, displays trace point 
values above ‘0.02’ as ‘On’ and trace point values ‘0.02’ and below as ‘Off’.  

Another example using AC_Clutch_Voltage, setting the operator to ‘Less Than’ and a value of ‘-0.01’, displays 
trace point values below ‘-0.01’ as ‘On’ and trace point values ‘-0.01’ and above as ‘Off’. 

  
Example: settings above define ‘On’ state(s) when ‘Digital Cutoff’ is met. Below graphically shows states 
for the above settings. 

 

Digital Trace Locations: 
Converting a trace to digital automatically moves the digital trace in line with the trace name in the legend.  

 

Moving the trace in the legend automatically repositions the digital trace line to stay in line with the legend 
entry. (Example: above graph compared to below graph moving AC_Head_Pressure to the top of list).  
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Setting a trace to digital in any graph or page affects all representations of the trace within all graphs across 
all pages.  

 

 

 

For additional questions, contact ATI support at support@accuratetechnologies.com. 
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